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Thanks for picking up our Spring issue of Queen Beat. This means that 

we now have one for each season, what an amazing year together!

If you’re new to Queen Beat, we present to you our back-story.

Not so long ago, and in a world quite like our own, there stood a kingdom more 
vast than all the oceans put together. This kingdom was a magical place; a 
sanctuary for all those within its borders, and it was run by a court of powerful 
Queens...

They had come from all walks of life; some running from certain ruin, and others 
simply looking for a place they could call home. Together, the Queens decided 
to pool their wide array of abilities to create this magical kingdom for themselves. 
It wasn’t long before they opened their gates to Queens from far-off kingdoms, 
offering a place of safety and happiness to all those who promised to uphold the 
same for their fellow Queen. These Queens ruled together, laughed together, 
grew together- and now they open their gates once more, to you.

Welcome, fair traveller, to our kingdom of Queen Beat!

Welcome to Queen Beat!

Get the .PDF at queenbeat.moe
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You will need...
- Large amount of yarn for the octopus’ body.
 Size: 6 meters / 6 and a half yards
- Small amount of yarn, for the hair-bow and neck-bow.
 Size 30cm to 50cm  / 12in to 20in
- Googly eyes (optional but highly recommended)
- Scissors
- Extra pair of hands - some parts can get a bit fiddly, so it’s always 
handy to have a spare pair! (Pun definitely intended)

Octopus Charm Tutorial

Step One: Start by wrapping the longer piece 
of yarn around four fingers. The size of the 
octopus will depend on how large your hands 
are, so if you would like a smaller octopus, try 
using three fingers instead of four.

Step Two: Once you have a thick bundle of 
yarn, carefully slide the bundle off your fingers. 
Be careful not to drop or handle this bundle too 
much. As you can see, you should be able to 
poke your fingers through the middle.

Step Three: Cut a small amount of yarn from 
the smaller amount, no longer than 15cm or so. 
Thread this yarn through the middle tunnel, and 
tie a knot at the top. If you’d like to give your 
octopus a hair-bow, you can tie a bow here! This 
is the ‘head’ of the octopus.

Step Four: Using the remainder of the small 
amount of yarn, tie a knot around the entire 
bundle, about 1cm - 1.5cm below the original 
knot (the hair-bow). This second knot will make 
up the neck-bow of the octopus.

Step Five: We’re almost there! Slide the 
blade of the scissors inside the bottom half 
of the bundle, and snip. This will cut the yarn 
threads, giving the octopus its many tentacles.

Step Six: Your bundle / octopus should 
look like this! Carefully snip the threads at the 
bottom to give your octopus even legs. If you’re 
feeling brave, gently pull at the threads to even 
out the shape of its head. Finally, add a pair of 
googly eyes to your octopus!

And there you have it! Your yarn octopus! 
Slide a paper-clip through the head (ouch) 
and attach the octopus to your bag. Or make 
more and give them to friends and family! 
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cutespiracy

puya puya!ain

cutespiracy

ain

tsunbun

Royal Diary
Our Spring ‘22 Photolog

6 7

tsunbun says:
I went to the a local 

botanical garden and saw 
the featured plant this 

spring which is the Puya (in 
the Bromeliaceae family 
related to pineapples). It 

was notable for the unique 
flowering color that is not 
commonly found in nature.
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cutespiracy says:
My trip to Arizona!

r

Ain says:
A blooming cherry tree and a 

Swedish coastal dock <3

r



susan

8 9

All the beautiful 
photographs on these two 

pages were taken by susan! 

r

Thanks susan!



Royal Diary Bonus!

Susan’s Spring ‘22 Looks
! ! ! ! !

r
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Written by Ain
Roko’s Medusa - A Think Piece

Let’s do the following thought exercise together. If you were designing an AI 
character, what would they look like? Would you use a computer as a foundation 
for their design? Perhaps a holographic or AR/VR avatar? Keep a hold of that image. 

Imagine its personality; how it may sound, how it would act. 

Did you give your character a gender? 

Now, picture a character that either embodies, or has, artificial intelligence.
Got one in mind? Good.

If your mind went to some of the more renowned pop culture icons of AI, there’s a 
fair chance you might have thought of antagonists. In movies, literature, and video 
games, some of the most iconic AI figures are ones that are evil. The morality of 
the character you pictured, probably, was one of their most prominent features, 
alongside their design.

But what about their gender? 

Tron’s MCP is a massive red pillar. 2001: A Space Odyssey’s HAL 9000, a brutalist 
vertical slab. I Have No Mouth, and I Must Scream’s A.M? A veiny crooked obelisk. 
These characters have more in common than just their role in the story.
Phallic imagery is baked into their very designs. Their voice actors being male is, of 
course, a natural extension of that. Masculinity was meant to be assigned to these 
characters, and recognized by their audience. 

Compare them to Portal’s GLaDOS, whose silhouette resembles a woman tied 
in bondage. Or System Shock’s SHODAN, whose circuitry design gave her killer 
winged liner and lipstick. Terminator Salvation gave Skynet a face and décolletage, 
in the form of a hardly-processed Helena Bonham Carter.  These characters’ 
voices, though edited, remained identifiable as “female,” but unlike their male 
counterparts, simple geometric shapes did not suffice for their forms.
Would a GLaDOS with a yonic design mirroring HAL’s, perhaps a triangular or 
pyramidic panel, ever have made it out of the concept art phase? Were these 
characters intended to be lessened by their femininity? 

While it’s certainly not news that there are often double standards in character 
design, the above may serve as a reminder that not even machinery is exempt from 
it. 

Was yours?



niacinamide
This sometimes shows up in ingredient lists and 
product labels as Vitamin B3 and Nicotinic Acid. 
Helps with sebum production, the look of pores, 
dark spots, and has some acne fighting capabilities! 
Some niacinamide products may give you irritation or 
redness if it has too many impurities, so if you find a 
product that does this to you, don’t give up just yet 
on niacinamide as an ingredient.

Recommended Product: Boots Ingredients 
Niacinamide Serum

hyaluronic acid
HA comes up under many names, Sodium Hyaluronate, Hyaluronan, 
even Glycosaminoglycan! Hyaluronic Acid is an essential ingredient in 
most moisturisers, as it attracts water to the skin to keep skin hydrated. 
While there are many hyaluronic acid serums, it is already present in 
most skincare products, and it may not be necessary to use one unless 
you have severely dry skin!

Recommended Products: CeraVe Daily Moisturising Lotion OR Garnier 
SkinActive Moisture Bomb

salicylic acid
This ingredient sometimes comes up as beta-hydroxy acid, 2-Hydrobenzoic 
acid, SA, salicylate, and sodium salicylate on labels. Some brands use 
Willow Bark extract on their labels instead, so look out for that too! Salicylic 
acid is your resident acne fighter! Even without acne, it can also help to 
unclog blackheads and penetrate deeper into pores due to its oil-solubility. 
Higher percentages are good for defeating pimples, but lower percentages 
are good for a gentler exfoliation and may have some mild brightening 
effects.

Recommended Product: Paula’s Choice Skin Perfecting 2% BHA Liquid 
Exfoliant

glycolic acid
Glycolic acid is also listed as hydroxyacetic acid, hydroacetic acid, 
2-hydroxyethanoic acid, and even dicarbonous acid. It’s a great AHA 
exfoliator, can help your skin’s collagen production, as well as fade skin 
darkness. Watch out though! Glycolic acid tends to sting and burn the 
skin on application, so make sure to patch test and apply it sparingly upon 
first use. If you have sensitive skin, you may want to look for a gentler 
exfoliant. It’s often also used as body care instead of on the face, so our 
recommendations will reflect the larger quantity needed for use on the 
body.

Recommended Products: The Ordinary Glycolic Acid 7% Toning Solution 
OR First Aid Beauty KP Smoothing Body Lotion

vitamin c
Vitamin C has a lot of names, like L-ascorbic acid, ascorbyl glucoside, 
tetrahexyldecyl ascorbate, magnesium ascorbyl phosphate, and 
ascorbyl palmitate. It’s skin brightening, good for collagen production, 
mild exfoliation, and antioxidant. Vitamin C has some strict rules though. 
Your product should have a vitamin c percentage of at least 10% to be 
effective, make sure you’re regularly replacing your product which should 
be air and watertight, should come in either an opaque or dark container, 
and preferably opened as little as possible. No jars or droppers for best 
results, try ampoules/capsules or pumps instead! All of this prevents the 
vitamin c from becoming unstable and thus ineffective. One small note: 
as vitamin c oxidises, it tends to turn darker, even brown. This will often 
happen after application onto the skin but shouldn’t stain the skin. If 
your product turns brown inside the container, throw it out!

Recommended Product: Neutrogena Rapid Tone Repair 20%
Vitamin C Capsules

vitamin a
Also known as retinol, retinal, and retinoic acid. Great for anti-aging skin 
concerns! Vitamin A comes with some drawbacks, it can irritate the skin 
in high percentages, may cause peeling around the eyes and lips, and 
makes skin very sensitive to UV rays. When it comes to Vitamin A, 
low percentages and sunscreen will be your best friends. Don’t go 
overboard! Let your skin do the work over time.

Recommended Product: The Inkey List Retinol Serum
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Article lovingly written by Kway <3 !
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Skincare Ingredients To Look For To 
Boost Your Regimen



susan’s 
[anime] 
recommendation
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Created by 
Y o s h i y u k i 
Tomino (Mobile 
Suit Gundam), 
Overman King 
Gainer is one 
of his lesser-
known works.
The series is 
set in a distant 

future where the Earth faced a man-
made environmental disaster and 
the population is forced to live under 
domes for millennia.
The teenage protagonist Gainer, 
a hardcore gamer, is dragged in a 
rather abrupt manner into an attempt 
to escape the confined life of the 
domes by an anti-government militia 
group which uses his gaming abilities 
to pilot an overpowered mech.
The series follows the characters 

through the hardships of dealing with 
the Siberian climate, internal group 
conflicts and fighting the opposing 
government groups that want to put 
an end to their exodus.
It has everything to be expected from 
a Tomino anime. Pacing so fast that 
feels overwhelming to watch at first 
but it’s something you can get used 
to. The viewer is thrown into a world 
with a unique culture and everyone is 
using unknown vocabulary that they 
must decipher from the context of the 
conversations. This adds to the re-

Overman King Gainer (2002)
オーバーマンキングゲイナー
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watch-ability of the show.
Other Tomino trademark choices to 
be expected is dialogue that feels 
less like normal talking and more like 
character declarations of their world-
views, characters with non-existent 
loyalty to their factions that will easily 
jump boat following their emotional 
impulses, lots of slapstick humour and 
many many many mecha fights. What 
to NOT expect from this show is high 
death count as you would expect from 
his earlier works. This is happy show 
made by a post Brain Powerd happy 
Tomino. About how the show visually 
measures up I have only positives to 
say. The animation is STELLAR. I am a 
big fan of the works of Studio Sunrise 
but usually their early 2000s works 
were rough because of their transition 
to digital animation. To my delight it 
seems like Overman King Gainer did 
not go down the digital animation 
road and kept the quality of cell 
animation from the 90s. The mecha 
fights and the character animation 
are not only smooth and gorgeous to 
look at, but they are highly creative 
as well. For the character animation 
especially, I loved how the characters 
would do random and ordinary things 
while talking or even when they are 
in the background like playing with 
random objects in their hands and 
interacting with their environment. It 
is a detail that I’m always pleased to 
see in shows and those mannerisms 
feel more natural. There are many 
accomplished key animators that 
worked in the series, most notable for 
me being Yutaka Nakamura’s (Mob 
Psycho 100, Fullmetal Alchemist, Soul 

Eater) contribution to episode 14.
As for the character designs they 
achieve a perfect balance between 
being a homage to character designs 
of previous Tomino works and feeling 
distinctively unique. The character 
designer Kenichi Yoshida (Eureka 7, 
G no Reconguista) draws inspiration 
from both tribal clothing of Siberian 
regions and the y2k fashion of the 
time.

I’m also impressed with the variety 
of faces, body shapes and character 
ages the show managed to depict. 
Since this is a mecha show I should 
also take a moment to praise the 
mechanical design. Starting from the 
mechs themselves (called Overmen) I 
must say that their designs are highly 
unique. Instead of the usual metallic 
texture they are drawn more like 
having a combination of organic and 
plasticky quality to them. This feel is 
reinforced by their agility during fight 
sequences. Their overall aesthetic is 
very alien like and bizarre. The rest of 
the mechanical design includes trains, 
large dome structures and trucks that 
are incorporated into the action in 
many exciting ways that would bring 
a smile to the face of nerds into that 
sort of thing.
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The characters of the show are not 
especially deep and don’t have any 
big developments, but they are all 
(both the heroes and villains) likeable. 
Their funny interactions and the way 
they work as a team make the show 
very enjoyable. In terms of a plot, it’s 
not the tightest you’ve seen around. 
It mostly relies on extensive world 
building rather than plot progression. 
Tomino is known for mastering the 
art of the “50 episodes grind” type 
of series and he feels constricted 
in a 26 episode count like Overman 
King Gainer. Arguably he could have 
fleshed out his ideas more in a longer 
series like in Turn A Gundam.  

Besides these shortcomings, I would 
characterize the show as one of the 
most fresh and imaginative animes 
I’ve watched. It is a show that’s 
oozing creativity and I consider it an 
entry point to the works of Yoshiyuki 

Tomino. I’m always eager to convince 
people to check out his works since 
he’s my favourite anime director but 
it’s usually not an easy task. He’s 
mostly associated with the creation 
of Mobile Suit Gundam that can be an 
overwhelming franchise for people to 
get into because of the large number 
of series it contains. A lot of his other 
mecha series are made in the 80s and 
the animation can be less enticing 
compared to anime produced today. 

For me, Overman 
King Gainer 
is the perfect 
combination of 
modern animation 
and old school 
Tomino narrative 
style while at the 
same time it’s not 
connected to the 
Gundam universe 

and works well as a short stand 
alone. It is a show that captures very 
well his essence. You might find his 
weird directing and dialogue choices 
baffling most of the time but in my 
opinion those Tomino-isms makes his 
works more charming.
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Memorable Little Details

Asuham Boom is such an unhinged 
character. That is amplified by the 
fact that he’s voiced by Takehito 
Koyasu, the voice of Dio from Jojo’s 
Bizarre Adventures. Not only does 
that man sound like Dio but he looks 
like Dio as well.

The opening of this show is absolute 
hype. It inspires joy. 

Meeya’s song, Honto-kai, will be 
stuck in your head.

The eyecatch in the middle of the 
episodes is made with clay animation 
and it’s the cutest thing ever.
 

Sara Kodama’s hair is the epitome of 
style.

Similar anime if you enjoyed King 
Gainer: Turn A Gundam, G no 
Reconguista, Xabungle, Heavy Metal 
L-Gaim, Eureka 7.

article written by susan
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Violaceous Moon Cocktail
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Crème de violette is a speciality liqueur, one that lends a delicious sugary 
twist to any cocktail. This spirit has a somewhat powdery after-taste which is 
tempered by its signature floral notes.
Perfect for a refreshing but refined cocktail to sip on in the sunshine!

In this recipe, we’ll take a twist on the Blue Moon cocktail of the ~1940’s. 
By replacing the traditional lemon with lime, I find it really highlights the 
botanical flourishes of both the gin and the liqueur, while adding a slightly 
more sophisticated bitterness.

Ingredients:
• 35 ml dry gin
• 12 ml lime juice 
• 10 ml chilled club soda or seltzer
• 8 ml crème de violette liqueur
• Lime peel 
• OPTIONAL: Ice
• OPTIONAL: White sugar (~8 g) 

Instructions:
1. Add all liquid ingredients together into a cocktail shaker.
2. If desired, add ice into the shaker for extra chill.
3. Shake!
4. Prepare your cocktail glass. If a sugar rim is desired, prepare a small 

dish of sugar. Set aside. Lightly wet the rim of your glass. Dip into the 
sugar, and set upright. Brush aside stray granules.

5. Prepare your garnish. Remove any excess pulp from your lime pith and 
peel, and using a knife carefully shave the pith to a uniform height. Curl 
the peel using either the edge of your blade or with your fingers. Place 
the finished garnish on the rim of your glass.

6. Fill your glass with your cocktail.
7. Enjoy! ♥

Shaken, not stirred by ain



This months Picrew is
好きな顔メーカー (Favorite face 

maker) by 紀沙 (Kisa)!

Link: picrew.me/image_
maker/41709

Twitter: @sousakukisa
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@chi r10 @hellobelle.indd r10 @Kway r10

@Prophie-wophie r10 @st. rabies r10 @susan r10 @training beetle death r10

Picrew.me: Spring Cuties! r10
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What *is* Queen Beat?
Queen Beat is a quarterly zine made by the members of 
the All Women Are Queens Discord server that features 
seasonal stories, poetry, quizzes, look-books, Picrews, 
and more!

The AWAQ Collective strives to create fun and relatable 
content each issue that embodies the experience of being 
a fem-presenting creative regardless of background or 
orientation. Our members came together through various 
Discord servers associated with anonymous websites. 
Eventually, the All Women Are Queens server was born 
following the closure of the servers, and we have called it 
home ever since. Our server is invitation only.
We aim to keep profit to a minimum with this zine, with 
any profits donated to the World Association of Girl Guides 
and Girl Scouts where possible.

You can download PDFs of our zine on our website, 
queenbeat.moe. If you're interested in supporting us 
financially, check out our Patreon & Ko-fi pages.
Patreon: patreon.com/queenbeatzine
Ko-fi: ko-fi.com/queenbeat

If you have any questions, queries or juicy gossip related 
to the zine, please contact hellobelle#0700 on Discord or 
email queenbeatzine@gmail.com.

Thank you for reading our Spring ‘22 zine. We have come so far from where we 
were a year ago, and I can’t wait to see where we go from here. Thanks for a 
wonderful year of Queen Beat <3
Thanks to everyone who contributed, photographed, baked, mixed, wrote, 
designed, discussed, laughed, cried, simped, and funded our fourth zine.
This project would be nothing without your constant support and feedback, I love 
you all from the bottom of my heart and I always will.

Thanks to those who are reading this - you’re super special! If you bought a 
physical copy, thanks again! Your purchase helps keeps printing costs down, 
supports local business, and supports the World Association of Girl Guides and 
Girl Scouts. 

With love,
The Queens
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